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PREFACE

The research work presented in this report has been sponsored by the

Swedish Board for Technical Development while the present report has

been financed by the institute. The Air Force base F13M has kindly put

their taxi strip to our disposal for field experiments and the company

KG Knutsson has been of great help by kind delivery of headlights and

isolux diagrams.
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Visibility Effects of a Rapidly Fading High Beam as an Option to the
Ordinary Low Beam

by Gabriel Helmers and Uno Ytterbom
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute
5-581 01 LINKOPING Sweden

ABSTRACT

Driver visibility has been measured just after dipping from high beam to

low beam in simulated full-scale opposing situations. Two headlight

conditions have been compared: an ordinary low beam (conforming to the

ECE Regulation R20) with and without a high beam which is fading after

dipping during a period of 6-10 seconds.
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II

Féréndringar av métessiktstréckan till hinder néir helljuset tilléts avta
under ca 10 s efter avbléndning.

av Gabriel Helmers och Uno Ytterbom

Statens v'aig gch trafikinstitut
581 01 LINKOPING

REFERAT

Siktstrécka till hinder har uppméitts just efter avblé mdning frén hellj'us

till halvljus i fullskaliga métessituationer. Tvé strélkastarbetingelser har

jémf drts: ett vanligt halvijus (enl ECE R20) med och utan ett helljus som

avtar i styrka under 6-10 sekunder efter avbléndning.
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Visibility Effects of a Rapidly Fading High Beam as an Option to the
Ordinary Low Beam

by Gabriel Helmers and Uno Ytterbom
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute
5-581 01 LINKOPING Sweden

SUMMARY

Visibility distances to targets on the road have been measured in

opposing situations just after dipping. The measurements have been made

in full scale opposing situations. An option to the ordinary low beam has

been evaluated. Ordinary headlamps (conforming to the ECE Regulation

R20) have been used equipped with or without a fading high beam (during

6 10 5) just after dipping from high beam to low beam.

A series of 12 experiments has been carried out in which the opposing

situation has been varied in a number of ways. The reults show a

decreased visibility distance for the lowzbeam condition with the fading

high beam in opposing situations which in ordinary low beam already

have short visibility distances as for example when the target is black,

when the dipping distance between opposing vehicles is short, when there

is a difference in headlight intensity and finally when there is a

difference in dipping time between opposing vehicles.

On the other hand the low beam with a fading high beam shows increased

visibility distances in those situations which in ordinary low beam

illumination have long visibility distances e.g. when targets are equipped

with retroreflexes and when the dipping distance between opposing

vehicles is long.

The low beam with a fading high beam does not improve the visibility

distance along the right edge of the driving lane (except when the

targets wear retroreflexes). On the other hand there is an improved

visibility in the direction towards the middle of the road where potential

obstacles seldom appear.The conclusion of the results is that a fading

high beam after dipping will not improve visibility to obstacles in

opposing situations at night.
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IV

Forandringar av motessiktstrackan till hinder n'ar helljuset tilléts avta
under ca 10 s efter avblandning

av Gabriel Helmers och Uno Ytterbom
Statens vag- o_ch trafikinstitut
581 01 LINKOPING

SAMMANFATTNING

Siktstracka vid mote till hinder pa vagen har uppmatts just efter

avbl'andning. Matningarna har gjorts vid fullskaleforsok. Normala strai-

kastare for hei- och halvljus (som uppfyller kraven i ECE Reglemente

R20) har anv'ants. Syftet med forsoken har varit att utvardera effekterna

pa forarens siktstr'acka av att helljuset vid avbl'andning inte slocknar

omedelbart utan avtar under en period av 6-10 5.

En serie omfattande 12 experiment har utforts vid vilka m'otessituatio-

nen varierats pa ett stort antai satt.

Resultaten visar en forsamrad siktstracka for halvljuset med det avtag

ande helljuset i sadana motessituationer som i normalt halvljus redan har

korta siktstrackor som t ex nar hindret ar svart, nar avbl'andningsavstan-

det mellan tvé mb'tande fordon air kort, néir det air skillnad i stralkastar-

intensitet och i avbléindningstidpunkt mellan tva motande fordon.

A andra sidan sé visar resultaten att halvljuset med det avtagande

helljuset ger langre siktstrackor vid de situationer som i vanligt halvljus

har langa siktstr'ackor t ex nar hindren ar utrustade med reflexer och vid

lé mga avbiandningsavstand mellan fordonen.

Haivijuset med ett avtagande helljus forbattrar inte siktstr cickan langs

hoger korbanekant (utom nar hindren bar reflexer). A andra sidan ar

siktstr cickan l'aingre i riktning mot vagmitten d'ar potentiella hinder sallan

upptrader.

Den slutsats som dras av forsaken ar att ett avtagande helljus efter

avbl cindning inte skulle komma att forbattra forarens sikt till hinder pa

vagen vid fordonsmote under m'orker.
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BACKGROUND

In vehicular traffic at night, on roads without street lighting, high beam

must be used except in those situations when it glares other road users.

The high beam has its light maximum near that point in the direction of

travel which is defined by the intersection between the vertical and

horisontal plane through the headlight. Consequently, the high beam is

designed to give the driver as long visibility distances as possible to

obstacles on a plane straight road. The stopping distance is generally

shorter at normal speeds than the visibility distance of the high beam.

This means that the high beam in most cases fulfills the demands of safe

visibility distances.

On the other hand opposing vehicles reduce the visibility distance at

night to a very large extent. This reduction is largely independent of

type of beam used - low beam or high beam. The visibility distance in

opposing situations at night is shorter as a rule than the stopping

distance. This means that traffic safety demands are not fulfilled in

these situations. (Helmers, 1981)

In the early stage of an opposing situation one of the drivers dips his high

beam to low beam. This change of light is a signal to the driver of the

opposing vehicle also to dip his light. The main effect of dipping is a

large reduction in glare while the visibility distance to obstacles along

the right road side only is changed to a small degree. This is valid when

the two opposing vehicles have correctly adjusted low beams and equally

strong high beams. Increased high-beam glare from an opposing vehicle

seems to be compensated for by increased illumination of roadside

obstacles from the drivers own high beams when the high beam intensity

of the two vehicles is equal. The visibility distance to obstacles on the

right edge of the road in opposing situations is approximately constant

when both vehicles have equal high beam intensity. This is valid for a

large range of high beam intensities. (Helmers 6c Rumar, 1975)

Research has also shown the great importance of correct low beam

aiming on visibility distance.
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These facts mean that correctly adjusted low beams and equal high beam

intensity are important factors in making visibility conditions during

opposing situations on the road as good as possible.

A NEW IDEA OF A MEETING BEAM

Some years ago a new idea to improve visibility. in situations with

opposing traffic was presented. The idea was as follows. The high beam

should immediately after dipping fade during a short period of time

(.10 s) and during this period add light to the ordinary low beam. The

light intensity of the high beam before and after the moment of dipping

is shown in figure 1 below.
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Figure 1 Relative variation of voltage (U) and light intensity (I) of the
high beam just after dipping

The fading high beam adds considerably to the low beam light intensity

in the horisontal plane through the headlight in the direction of travel.

The fading high-beam causes increased glare of the opposed driver and

on the same time an increase in illumination of obstacles especially on

distances beyond the light dark border of the low beam.
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Visibility distance data from opposing high beam meeting situations,

which have been referred to above, indicates that there is no optimal

high-beam intensity (in the high beam range 50.000-500.000 cd). The

fading high beam has a much weaker and continuously decreasing light

intensity so these earlier results can not be generalized to this new

situation.

In order to investigate the effects on visibility distances just after

dipping a series of field experiments were carried out in which visibility

in low beam was compared to visibility in low beam added with the

fading high beam.

PROBLEM

The problem was stated in the following way:

1. Does the proposed new meeting beam result in longer visibility

distances in frequent or common opposing situations compared to the

ordinary low beam ?

2. If the visibility distance is generally improved in frequent or common

situations by the new system, is there any situation in which the new

system results in decreased visibility to such an extent that the new

system should notbe recommended?

Handling qualities of the new system have not been studied.

Just before the series of experiments were carried out Schmidt-Clausen

(1979) presented experimental results which showed a large increase in

visibility distances to obstacles on the road for a meeting beam

consistent with the new idea. Under these circumstances it is of great

interest to compare our experimental results with his.
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METHOD

In answering the problem, full scale simulations of opposing situations

between two approaching vehicles at night are regarded as the most

valid method.

In short the procedure was as follows. A stationary opposing vehicle (A)

was placed on a 10 m broad straight two lane road. An experimental

vehicle (B) was driven towards A at a constant speed.

   

- - 10m
3

    

( 7: Cm:

 

Figure 2 Outline of the experimental situation with the stationary
opposing vehicle (A), the experimental vehicle (B), the distance
calibration mirrors (C) and the obstacles (D)

The driver and three subjects were seated in B. The only task of the

subject was to press a silent switch as soon as they discovered targets

placed along the road.

The data aquisition equipment worked as follows. Vehicle B was equipped

with a sensor on the speedometer wire eliciting one impulse per

revolution as a measure of travelled distance and a laterally directed

spotlight with an infrared filter and a photocell. The test track was

equipped with two mirrors at known positions along the track. When

vehicle B passed the mirrors the light from the spotlight was reflected

by the mirror into the photocell which impulses define the position of the

vehicle along the track. The known distance between the mirrors

constitutes the basis for calculating the distance travelled between

impulses from the speedometer wire. Each subject had a silent switch in
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his/her hand. The impulses from the speedometer wire, the photocell and

the switches were recorded by an analogue tape recorder in vehicle B.

The aiming of the headlight was made just prior to the experiment by

means of a measuring screen placed 10 m in front of the manned and

fully equipped vehicles. This method was used since investigations have

shown that the commercial sets of apparatus in Use are not very reliable.

(Jacob and Zaccherini, 1967). The Hit headlights were conforming to the

regulation ECE R20.

The targets used in the experiments were flat and covered with grey

woolen cloth. As the subjects have a strong expectation to detect a

number of targets in each experimental run the measured visibility

distances are supposed to be considerably longer than in ordinary traffic.

In order to control that the subjects did not push their switches before

they really had discovered a target, one target was randomly taken away

in a number of trials. In the case a subject push his/her switch indicating

discovery of a target which is not there he/she must invite all the people

engaged in the experiment that night to dinner. However, this happens

very seldom and did never happen in this series of experiments.

In these experiments 16 subjects have participated. Their age has been

21-61 years.

The road surface of the test track was concrete with a retroreflection of

about 15 mcd/mZ/lux. The retroreflection of the "road"-surface was

measured with the new LTL-SOO-Retrometer which geometry of

measurement (OL:1,37O; 8:0,740 and 8:1800) is valid for a simulated

distance of observation of about 50 m. All experiments were carried out

in clear atmospheric and dry road surface conditions.

The test track was a quite straight, 10 m wide, taxi strip on the Air

Force base FI3M. At one end the test track went through a small

depression and then over a small crest on top of which a plane and

horisontal section followed for some hundred meters.
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The geometry of the test track facilitated the creation of a realistic

simulation of normal opposing situations. The stationary vehicle (A) was

positioned at a far distance from the hill crest. The opposing experi-

mental vehicle (B) was approaching from the opposite end of the taxi

strip. Both vehicles had their high beams on during the early stage of

each test run. When vehicle B had reached the hill crest, the subjects

were glared by the high beam from the stationary vehicle. After a few

seconds of high beam glare the driver of the experimental vehicle (B)

dipped his high beam, which was a signal to the "driver" in the stationary

vehicle to dip immediately. The experimental vehicle (B) then

approached the stationary vehicle (A) with both vehicles on low beam

with or without a fading high beam.

In order to dip the high beam just before the nearest target would be

discovered by the subjects the suitable point of dipping along the track

was shown (to the driver) by a warning retroreflective triangle on the

opposite edge of the "road".

In all experiments, each experimental condition has been repeated four

times and rotated according to the ABBA principle.

EXPERIMENTS

Each experiment below will be described in a similar way. After a short

description of the motives for the experiment, the experimental condi-

tions are presented. Then the results are shown and finally some

conclusions are drawn.

The aim of all experiments is to show the effect on visibility distances to

targets of the low beam increased by a fading high beam just after

clipping, designated (LB+), compared to the same standard low beam,

without a fading high beam designated (LB-).

Type of headlights, voltage and fading over time are identical for the

vehicles A and B. Headlights have been changed between vehicles A and

B over experiments in order to control the effect of differences between

headlights of the same type.
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5.1

5.1.1

Experiment 1

 

The aim of the first experiment was to show the effect on visibility of

the two beam systems (LB+) and (LB-) in one of the most frequent

opposing situations on the road.

Experiment 1 is a factorial experiment with two independent variables.

The independent variables are meeting beam system (LB+) and (LB-) and

luminance factor of the targets.

Experimental conditions

 

Vehicle A: Stationary in the middle of the lane. Facing vehicle B.

Vehicle B: Lateral distance between the centerlines of the two vehicles

3,5 m.

Approach speed 70 km/h

Targets:

Size: 0.4x0.4 m (standard condition)

Colour: light grey (luminance factor .18)

dark grey (luminance factor .07)

black (luminance factor .02)

Lateral position: 1 m to the right of vehicle B.

Longitudinal position: 120 m; le0 m; 320 m and 400 in front of

vehicle A.

Dipping distance (between vehicles A and B): 490 m for the black, 530 m

for the dark grey and 550 m for the light grey targets.

Headlights:

Voltage 13.8 V

Fading period of the high beam: Time from 13.8 V to 4.0 V = 6 s.

Isolux diagrams are shown in figure 3 below.

Meeting beams: (LB+) and (LB-). Mixed low beam systems between

vehicles A and B have not been tested.
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5.1.2
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Figure 3 Isolux diagram of the low beam (above) and the high beam
(below) used in experiment 1. (Measurement distance 25 m;
Lamp voltage 12,0 V.) Published after permission from HELLA.

Results

Mean visibility distances to the targets for the group of three subjects

are shown in the figure 4 below. Each point in the figure is a mean of

(3x40 12 measurement values.
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Visibility distance (m)
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I i I Distance

1 u u r i i i % between
120 240 320 400 ,490 530 550, vehicles (m)

Dipping distanceslm)

TARGET COLOUR: BEAM CONDITION:

0 Light grey (LB')

x Dark grey - (LB+)

a Black

Figure 4 Visibility distances to targets in experiment 1. (Groupmeans)
Target lateral position: 1 m to the right of the vehicle of the
subjects

The results of the group as well as for each subject show a tendency of

slightly shorter visibility distances to targets discovered just after

dipping for the new (LB+) condition compared to the standard (1.8-)

condition.
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5.1.3

5.2

10

Conclusions

The results of experiment 1 are not in agreement with the results

presented by Schmidt-Clausen (1979) which showed a large increase in

visibility for the (LB+) condition.

Experiment 2

 

The aim of experiment 2 was to check the unexpected results of

experiment 1. The experimental conditions were closely controlled in

order to detect any shortcomings of the prior experiment, which could

explain the negative results compared to those of Schmidt-Clausen. No

such shortcomings were discovered.

In order to facilitate measurements of improved visibility distance

during the fading period this period was increased to 10 s. (Time from

13.8 V to 4.0 V = 10 5.).

In order to study the interaction between the'light distribution of the

headlights and the position of the targets on visibility distances experi-

ment 1 was repeated with targets 1 m to the right as well as l m to the

left of the vehicles in a head on opposing situation. The head on opposing

position was used to equalize the opposing glare for the two lateral

positions of the targets. Beside this, headlights with somewhat different

beam patterns were used in experiment 2. The light distributions of these

headlights are shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5 Isolux diagram of the low beam (above) and the high beam
(below) used in experiments 2-12. (Measurement distance 25 m;
Lamp voltage 12,0 V.) Published after permission from HELLA.

In conclusion Experiment 2 is a factorial experiment with three inde-

pendent variables: meeting beam system, luminance factor and lateral

position of the targets.
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5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2.2.1

12

Experimental conditions

Vehicle A: Stationary in the middle of the road. Facing vehicle B.

Vehicle B: Lateral distance between the centerlines of the two

vehicles: 0 m (Head on position) Approach speed: 70 km/h

Targets:

Size: The same as in experiment 1

Colour: The same as in experiment 1.

Lateral position: 1 m to the right and l m to the left of vehicle B.

Longitudinal position: 280 m, 340 m, 400 m in front of vehicle A.

Dipping distance (between vehicles A and B): 470 m for the black, 510 m

for the dark grey and 530 m for the light grey targets.

Headlights:

Voltage the same as in experiment 1. Fading period of the high beam:

10 s. The headlights used in experiment 2 have a somewhat different

character compared to those of experiment 1. Isolux diagrams are

shown in figure 5.

Meeting beams: (LB+) and (LB ). Mixed low beam systems between

vehicles A and B not tested.

Results

Targets to the right

Mean visibility distances to targets in the right position for the group of

three subjects are shown in figure 6 below. Each point in the figure is a

mean of (3x4) 12 measurement values.
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Figure 6 Visibility distances to targets in experiment 2. (Groupmeans)
Target lateral position: 1m to the right of the vehicle of the
subjects

The results of the group as well as for each subject show no systematic

differences in visibility distances to targets to the right between the

(LB+) and the (LB ) conditions. These results are in agreement with those

of experiment 1 in showing that the (LB+) condition is not superior to the

(LB-) condition.

5.2.2.2 Targets to the left

Mean visibility distances to targets in the left position for the group of

three subjects are shown in figure 7 below. Each point in the figure is a

mean of (3x4) 12 measurement values.
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Figure 7 Visibility distances to targets in experiment 2. (Groupmeans)
Target lateral position: 1 m to the left of the vehicle of the
subjects

The (LB+) condition shows a large increase in visibility distance just

after dipping compared to the (LB-) condition when the targets are light

and dark grey but only a tendency to a small increase to the black

targets. This result is valid for each subject as well. The differences in

visibility distances between the (LB+) and (LB-) meeting beams are

strongly significant just after clipping for the light and dark grey targets.
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5.2.3

5.3

15

Conclusions

The large differences in visibility distances between targets to the left

and to the right indicate that there is an interaction between target

position and light distribution of the low and high beam. In the case of

targets on the left the high beam illumination of the target is about

twice as high as when the target is in the right position.

On the other hand the low beam illumination of the target is larger in

the right target position compared to the left one. Opposing glare is

constant for each left and right target position. For the left target

position there is also an interaction between the colour (luminance

factor) and the illumination of the target. The relative size of the

improvement of the visibility distance is larger for the light grey target

compared to the dark grey one while there is only a tendency of

improvement for the black target in the (LB+) compared to the (LB-)

condition.

There is an agreement between the results of Experiment 2 and the

results of Schmidt-Clausen (1979) in the respect that there is a larger

increase in visibility distance in the (LB+) condition for the left targets

compared to the right ones. The main difference is that these new

results do not show any increase at all for targets in the right position.

Experiment 3

 

The aim of experiment 3 is to test the effects of the two dipping

conditions (LB+) and (LB-) when the targets are equipped with retro-

reflexes.

Experiment 3 is a factorial experiment with two independent variables:

meeting beam system and lateral position of the targets.
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5.3.1 Experimental conditions

Vehicle A: The same conditions as in experiment 2.

Vehicle B: Head on position.

Approach speed 90 km/h.

Targets:

Size: O,4x0,# m

Colour: Black with 3 retroreflexes (yellow scotchlite 3M reflextape).

Each retroreflex was a square with an area of 9 cm2. Two retro-

reflexes were placed at the upper corners and the third one in the

centre of the target. In this way the three retroreflexes constitute a

pattern which easily could be separated from the "roadside" delinea-

tions.

Lateral position: 1 m to the right and l m to the left of vehicle B.

Longitudinal position: 180 m, 240 m, 300 m in front of vehicle A.

Dipping distance (between vehicles A and B): 510 m.

Headlights: The same as in experiment 2.

Meeting beams: (LB+) and (LB-).

5.3.2 Results

Mean visibility distances to the reflectorized black targets for the group

of three subjects are shown in figures 8 and 9 below. Each point in the

figures is a mean of (3x4) 12 measurement values.
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Figure 8 Visibility distance to reflectorized black targets in experiment
3. (Groupmeans) Target lateral position: 1 m to the right of the
vehicle of the subjects

The results show that there is a large increase in visibility distance to

both the right and the left target discovered immediately after dipping.

The gain in visibility distance is for the right target about 25 m ( 15 per

cent) and for the left target about 50 m (35 per cent). The differences in

visibility distances between the (LB+) and (LB-) conditions are strongly

significant for the target which is discovered just after clipping.
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Figure 9 Visibility distance to reflectorized black targets in experiment
3. (Groupmeans) Target lateral position: 1 m to the left of the
vehicle of the subjects

5.3.3 Conclusions

 

Experiments 2 and 3 have shown that there is an interaction between the

reflection properties of the target and the headlight dipping condition.

The fading high beam after dipping results in improved visibility

distances to targets in a right position only for the reflectorized target

while the targets in a left position have longer visibility distances when

they are dark grey or brighter or reflectorized. The black target did not

gain at all in visibility in the (LB+) condition.

5.4 Experiment 4

 

The aim of this expriment is to show the effects of the two dipping

conditions when they are mixed in traffic. This will be a frequent case on

the road when one part of all vehicles is equipped with the new system

and the other part is not.
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Experiment 4 is a factorial experiment with two independent variables:

meeting beam system (identical and mixed) and lateral position of the

target.

Experimental conditions

 

Vehicle A: The same conditions as in experiment 2.

Vehicle B: Head on position

Approach speed 70 km/h

Targets:

Size: O,4x0,4 m

Colour: dark grey (luminance factor .07)

Lateral position: 1 m to the right and l m to the left of vehicle B.

Longitudinal position: 280 m, 340 m, 400 m in front of vehicle A.

Headlights: The same conditions as in experiment 2.

Meeting beams: Vehicle B - Vehicle A

LB+ - LB+

LB- - LB-

LB+ - LB-

LB- - LB+

Results

Targets to the right

Mean visibility distances to the dark grey targets are shown in figure 10.

Each point in the figure is a mean of (3x4)12 measurement values.

There is no gain in visibility with the (LB+) opposing (LB+) condition

compared to (LB-) opposing (LB-). On the other hand (LB-) opposing (LB+)

gives a considerably shorter visibility distance. The opposite is true when

(LB+) is meeting (1.8-).
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Figure 10 Visibility distance to dark grey targets in experiment ll.
(Groupmeans) Target lateral position: 1 m to the right of the
vehicle of the subjects

Targets to the left

Mean visibility distances to the dark grey targets are shown in figure ll.

Each point in the figure is a mean of (3x4)12 measurement values.

There is a large gain in visibility with (LB+) opposing (LB+) compared to

the normal condition (1.8 ) opposing (LB-). Mixed meeting beam systems

improves visibility for the driver with the (LB+) system and deteriorates

visibility for the driver with the (LB-) system.
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Figure ll Visibility distance to dark grey targets in experiment 4.
(Groupmeans) Target lateral position: 1 m to the left of the
vehicle of the subjects

9.? 99.19.9951

In experiment 4 the results from experiment 2 are nicely repeated for

those conditions which are comparable: dark grey targets in right and

left positions with identical beams on vehicles A and B.

But the main conclusion of the results in experiment 4 is that a mix

between meeting beam system on the road will cause shorter visibility

distances for those drivers who use the ordinary low beam (LB-) when

they are opposing vehicles with a low beam with a fading high beam

(LB+).
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Experiments 5 and 6

 

One significant parameter of the low beam meeting situation is the

distance between the two vehicles when the drivers dip their high beams.

This parameter has been varied in two factorial experiments 5 and 6.

Experimental conditions

 

VehiCles A and B in experiment 5: The same conditions as in experiment

2.

Vehicles A and B in experiment 6: The same conditions as in experiment

1.

Targets:

Size: O,4x0,4 m

Colour: dark grey (luminance factor .07)

Lateral position: 1 m to the right of vehicle B.

Longitudinal position: see figure 12 and 13.

Dipping distance: 510 m and 750 m in experiment 5

270 m and 530 m in experiment 6

Headlights:

The same conditions as in experiment 2.

Meeting beams: (LB+) and (LB-).

Resale

Mean visibility distances of experiments 5 and 6 are shown in figures 12

and 13. Each point in the figures is a mean of (3x4)12 measurement

values. When both vehicles have the (LB+) condition compared to the

(LB-) condition there is a tendency of somewhat longer visibility

distances at the large dipping distance (750 m) and a corresponding

tendency of somewhat shorter visibility distances at the short dipping
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distance (270 m). The intermediate dipping distances (510 and 530 m)

result in about equally long visibility distances for the two beam

systems.

Visibility distance (m)

      

A

Time after I {3 f I i 3
dipping (s) ' " r ' I

100"b

90+ :
80 - I

70-- |

60 I

so-- I
1.0 i
30" |

20"- I

10 I
Distance

l 1 I t ; between
520 580 640 750 vehicles (m)
280 340 l+00 510

DIPPING DISTANCE: BEAM CONDITION: Dipping dismncesm,
0 750 rn (LB')

x 510m (LB*)

Figure 12 Visibility distance to dark grey targets related to dipping
distance, Experiment 5. Target lateral position: 1 m to the
right of the vehicle of the subjects. (Groupmeans)
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Figure 13 Visibility distance to dark grey targets related to dipping
distance, Experiment 6. Target lateral position: 1 m to the
right of the vehicle of the subjects. (Groupmeans)

Conclusion

There are no large differences in visibility distances between the two

beam systems in the tested situation. But there seems to be a tendency

towards longer visibility distances for the standard condition (LB-) with

the increase of glare at shorter dipping distances.

Experiment 7

 

A second significant parameter of low beam opposing situations is

differences in headlight intensities between the two vehicles. Experi-

ment 7 is a factorial experiment in which this parameter has been

varied.
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5.6.1 Experimental conditions

Vehicles A and B: The same conditions as in experiment 2.

Targets:

Size: O,4x0,4 m

Colour: dark grey (luminance factor .07)

Lateral position: 1 m to the right of vehicle B.

Longitudinal position: 320 m, 380 m, 430 m in front of vehicle A.

Dipping distances: 530 m; 550 m

Headlights: The same headlights as in experiment 2, but with and

without filters. The transmission of the filters is 35 per cent.

Meeting beams: Vehicle B approaching Vehicle A

(1.54100) 1' (LB-l 100)

(LB+/lOO) " (1.13.4100)

(1.13435) " (LB-/lOO)

(1.3435) " (LB+/100)

(LB+/35) " (1.13.4100)

(/ and number is indicating the intensity of the light output: 100 per

cent and 35 per cent)

5.6.2 Results

Mean visibility distances in experiment 7 are shown in figure 14. Each

point on the curves is a mean of (3x4)12 measurement values.
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Visibility distance to dark grey targets related to headlight
intensity, Experiment 7. Target lateral position: 1 m to the
right of the vehicle of the subjects. (Groupmeans)

Figure 14

The figure shows clearly a large reduction of the visibility distance when

the headlight intensity is reduced to about one third of that of the

opposed vehicle. A further reduction is received when the opposing beam

is of the (LB+) type.

Conclusion

Also in this experiment the results do not show any advantages for the

(LB+) condition.
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Experiment 8

 

A third significant parameter of the meeting situation on low beam is

the time difference between the dipping of the two opposing vehicles.

Experiment 8 is a factorial experiment in which dipping time difference

and type of meeting beam are the independent variables.

Experimental conditions

Vehicles A and B: The same conditions as in experiment 2.

Targets:

Size: 0,4x0,4 m

Colour: dark grey (luminance factor .07)

Lateral position: 1 m to the right of vehicle B.

Longitudinal position: 300 m; 360 m; 420 m in front of vehicle A.

Dipping distance of vehicle B: 530 m

Dipping time difference between vehicles A and B: O s, ls, 2 s.

Headlights: The same conditions as in experiment 2.

Meeting beams: (LB+) and (LB-).

BE§EEE§

Mean visibility distances in experiment 8 are shown in figure 15 and 16.

Each point on the curves for the O time difference is a mean of (3x8)24

measurement values. Points on the curves for the time difference 1 and

2 seconds are means of (3x4)12 measurement values.
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Figure 15 and 16 Visibility distance to dark grey targets related to
differences in dipping time, Experiment 8. Target
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The figures show clearly that the (LB+) condition is as good as the (LB-)

condition when the dipping is simultaneous for the two vehicles. But

when there is a time difference between the dipping of the two vehicles

(1 s and 2 s) the driver who has dipped his high beam first has shorter

visibility distances in the (LB+) compared to the (LB-) condition.

9.9 95119.99.

Time differences between the dipping of two opposing vehicles make the

(LB+) condition inferior to the (LB-) condition.

On the road the driver with the weakest high beam tends to dip his high

beam first. This fact will further impair his visibility by an increase in

glare when both vehicles or only the opposed vehicle have the (LB+) type

of low beam. (See the results of the experiment 7 above.)

Experiment 9

 

In all prior experiments a rather small target has been used. It is

therefore necessary to put the question if the earlier results would not

be repeated if a larger target has been used. Experiment 9 is a factorial

experiment in which the size of the target, beam condition and dipping

distance between vehicles have been the independent variables.

Experimental conditions

Vehicles A and B: The same conditions as in experiment 1.

Targets:

Size: O,#x0,4 m and 0,4 m wide x 1,0 m tall

Colour: dark grey (luminance factor .07)

Lateral position: 1 m to the right of vehicle B.

Longitudinal position: see figure 17.
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Dipping distances: 270 m; 530 m.

Meeting beams: (LB+) and (1.8-).

Results

As the results over the two dipping distances overlap and show the same

tendency they have been put together in the presentation below. Mean

visibility distances are shown in figure 17. Each point on the curves is a

mean of (2x3x4)24 meaurement values.

Visibility distance (m)
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Figure 17 Visibility distance to dark grey targets of two sizes,
Experiment 9. Target lateral position: 1 m to the right of
the vehicles of the subjects. (Groupmeans)
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The figure shows clearly that the small target has at least as long

visibility distances as the taller one. But the most important result is

that the size of the target does not interact with beam system (LB+) and

(1.8-) in such a way that the prior results cannot be generalized to the

tall target.

Conclusion

Even if the size of the target increases to the normal size of a child

there is no evidence that the (LB+) condition could improve the present.

low beam opposing conditions (1.8-) on the road.

Experiments 10-12

 

Three more experiments were carried out in which visibility distances in

the (LB+) and (LB-) conditions were compared. These experiments will

shortly be mentioned below. They all have in common that their results

do not differ from the results reported in prior experiments.

In experiment 10 the (LB+) and (LB ) conditions have been compared

when the aiming of the headlights has been correct and 1° to high. The

results of this experiment corresponds well to the results of experiment

7 in which headlight intensity has been varied.

In experiment 11 the headlight intensity of the opposed vehicle A after

dipping was varied by a computer to simulate the following approach

speeds: 0 km/h; 50 km/h and 90 km/h. The results of this experiment

corresponds well to experiments 5 and 6 above.

In experiment 12 a small group of young subjects (age 25-27 years) have

been compared with a small group of old subjects (about 60 years of age).

The visibility distances for the two groups showed the same tendency of-

results for the low beam conditions (LB+) and (LB ). As a matter of fact

the results of experiments 1 and 2 were repeated.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The extensive series of experiments reported above has given conclusive

results. The low beam with a rapidly fading high beam after dipping

(LB+) does not improve the overall visibility distances in comparison with

the ordinary low beam (LB-).

The (LB+) condition tends to be inferior to the (LB-) condition in

situations with already short visibility distances for example when the

target is black, when the dipping distance between the vehicles is short

when there are differences in headlight intensities between opposing

vehicles (due to differences in light flux or headlight aiming) and finally

when there is a time difference in dipping between the two vehicles.

On the other hand the proposed new opposing beam (LB+) tends to be

better than the standard system (LB-) in situations in which the visibility

distances are relatively long as for example when the targets are

equipped with retroreflexes and when there are long dipping distances

between the two vehicles.

The low beam is designed to give as long visibility distances along the

right edge of the driving lane as possible. The reason for this is that the

most probable lateral postion on the road of unprotected road users

(pedestrians and cyclists) or other potential obstacles as parked vehicles

is in the right part of the driving lane.

The new low beam condition (LB+) does not improve the visibility

distance along the right edge of the driving lane which must be one of

the most important qualities of an improved low beam. On the other

hand the proposed beam (LB+) improves visibility in the direction

towards the middle of the road in which potential dangers seldom are

found. Therefore improved low beam visibility in the direction towards

the middle of the road cannot be the main quality of an improved low

beam system .

The purpose of the new low beam evaluated in this report is to improve

driver visibility during some seconds just after clipping of the high beam
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in an early phase of the opposing situation. After an extensive series of

experiments the conclusion is that the propOsed low beam system does

not improve visibility of potential obstacles along the road compared to

the ordinary low beam. Problem number 1 (page 3) is therefore answered

by no. Problem number 2 (page 3) is then irrelevant.

The results of these experiments and the conclusions drawn are different

from those of Schmidt Clausen (1979) who showed a general improve-

ment Of visibility for the (LB+) compard to the (LB ) system. The cause

of these differences of results are not known but there are a great

~number of alternative explanations. One possible explanation is inade

.quate experimental control of for example light intensity or beam

pattern or low beam aiming of the experimental vehicles. Schmidt

_ Clausen s results can probably also. be repeated by using a high beam with

a beam pattern with two points of maximum intensities - one directed

towards the target at the middle of the road (left position) and the other

towards the target at the right edge of the driving lane (right position).

In introducing a new low beam system it is also important to study the

effects on visiblity when two vehicles in an opposing situation have

different beam systems. A small decrease of visibility for one of the

drivers can never be compensated for by an equally large increase of

visibility for the second driver. Such results are common for the new

beam in comparison with the ordinary one.

Another important factor is in which degree a new beam system

interacts with important parameters of driver visibility on the road. In

the experiments reported above it has been found that the proposed new

low'beam system (LB+) interacts with headlight intensity, low beam

aiming and differences in dipping time between opposing vehicles. These

interactions imply that the proposed system will further impair the

visibility condition for the driver in an opposing situation who already

has worse visibility conditions.

The final conclusion is that the proposed new low beam system will make

the task of the drivers more difficult by increasing the variation in

visibility conditions on the road.
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